Answers and Explanations
PASSAGE 1: 16th CENTURY EXPLORATION
1. B: "Terrestrial" means land. No choice here offers a synonym for "marine," e.g.
nautical/naval/water/seagoing, and no other choices match either marine or terrestrial.
2. A: "Quagmire" means literally a bog or marsh, and figuratively an involved situation
difficult to escape; entanglement is a synonym, more specifically similar than the other
choices.
3. A: Longitudes are imaginary geographical lines running north and south. Latitudes
run east and west. The other choices do not equal either latitude or longitude in
direction.
4. C: Topography means the physical features of a land mass. It does not mean
coastline (A), mountain range (B), or islands (D).
5. C: A peninsula is a piece of land connected to the mainland by an isthmus and
projecting into the ocean such that it is surrounded on three sides by water. A peninsula
is not a coast (A); it is not found inland (B); and it is not a border (D).
6. B: The passage was found near 50 degrees S latitude. Latitudes are measured
horizontally, in relation to the equator or central imaginary line, equidistant between the
North and South Poles. Longitudes are measured vertically. Greenwich (A), the location
of zero degrees longitude, adopted as the global standard, is both incorrect and never
named in the passage. Spain (C), Portugal (D), and Madrid (E) in Spain are also
incorrect.
7. A: Meridians are imaginary geographical circles intersecting the poles. Imaginary
lines parallel to the equator (B) are latitudes. The International Date Line is a specific
meridian, not an area (C). It is not a land mass (D) as it crosses both water and land.

PASSAGE 2: MARIE CURIE
8. A: "Amicable" means friendly. It does not mean competitive (B), i.e. oppositional,
ambitious, or aggressive; courteous (C), i.e. polite; industrious (D), i.e. hard-working; or
chemistry (E): their collaboration was in physics, but moreover, the passage specifically
describes their collaboration as "amicable."

9. B: "Blithe" means light-hearted. It does not mean strong (A), humorous (B) or funny;
strange (D), or envious (E).
10. B: "Disgruntled" means annoyed. It does not mean hopeless (A), depressed (C), or
worried (D).
11. A: Marie challenged authority by going to study at the Sorbonne, because Warsaw's
university did not admit women. The passage indicates this challenge by describing her
"defiantly" leaving Poland for France; i.e., she was defying authority. The passage does
not indicate she showed intelligence (B), "behaved" (C), or was distressed (D) or upset
by her move.
12. A: A synonym for "despondently" is "dejectedly," meaning sadly, with despair or
depression. The passage indicates this by describing Curie's emotional state as one of
"heartbreaking anguish" over her husband's sudden accidental death. She is not
described in this passage as worried (B) by her memories, or recalling them tearfully
(C), happily (D), or irefully (E), i.e. angrily.
13. C: The closest synonym for the "feeling of desolation" (despair) described in the
passage is wretchedness. Misfortune (A) or ill fate/luck is not as close. Anger (B) is a
separate emotion from desolation. Disappointment (D) is also different from desolation,
meaning feeling let-down rather than hopeless. Ambition (E) is drive to succeed or
accomplish things. It was not Curie's ambition that faded upon returning to the
Sorbonne but her depression.
14. C: "Disillusioned" means disappointed. It does not mean troubled (A), i.e. concerned
or disturbed; worried (B) or anxious; sorrowful (D) or sad; or disturbed (E).

PASSAGE 3: MOUNT VESUVIUS
15. B: "Coagulated" means solidified. Liquid (A) is an opposite of solid. Flowing (C)
assumes a liquid, not solid, state. Gas (D) is another opposite of solid. (Three states of
matter, like volcanic material, are liquid, solid, and gaseous.)
16. A: "Buoyant" means able to float. The passage indicates this by indicating that the
gases therefore, sank toward earth and suffocated people. Buoyant does not mean
visible (B) or possible to see. Able to float/buoyant does not mean able to evaporate
(C). Evaporation means turning to vapor, which only liquids can do. Gases are already
vapors. Buoyant does not mean invisible (D) or unseen. Able to float does not mean
able to condense (E), i.e. turn from vapor to liquid.

17. B: "Dissect" means to cut apart for study. It does not mean to describe in detail (A),
to photograph (C), or to chart (D) a specimen.
18. B: Meteorologists are scientists who study atmospheric conditions, particularly
weather. Scientists who study oceans (A) are oceanographers, i.e. marine scientists.
Scientists who study ash (C) do not exist as members of a separate discipline. Climate
scientists and many others concerned with its effects study volcanic ash. Scientists who
study animal behavior (D) are ethologists or animal behaviorists and do not study ash.
19. C: Distilled water is purified water. Distilled water is not equivalent to bottled (A),
volcanic (B), sea (D), or fountain (E) water.

